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Abstract 

Simple ansly tical formulae are presented for a, quick optinrization of the Free Electron 
Laser (FEL) gain Iength for given values of radiation wwelength, electron beam current, 
norrndized transverse emittlarn;ce and energy spreid. The optirnizaLtion parameters include 
the gap size of the wiggler, the wiggler period nnd the betatron wtavelerigth (in the case 
of external. focusing), The method is b a a 4  on the handy fwmulw for the FEZ gain 
of a Gaussian beam [l] including Lhe; effects of energy rzprcad, emittance, arid betittron 
oscillations of the elechon beam, We have found a, simple relnYt,ioii between the tninirnurri 
FEL gah  length and the optimum betatron waveiength for given energy spread, cmi ttance, 
and gap size of the wiggler. \llr'hen the emittance is about the fadistion wwelength divided 
by 4n and the energy sprcad is negligible, this relation shows that the gain length is 
optirizixed if the betatron wavelength is chosen 80 that the betatron phase adv;wm by a 

half radian in the gain length. 

1. IIltrocluction 

Reccrttfy, we have developed a three-dirnensianal (3-D) FEL tjhcory in thc high g a h  
regime before sat UrcZfion based upon the hilaxwell- \~l ,~s~v equation, inchding Ithr cffcctfi 
of energy spread, trihnswrse emittance, betatrola focusing and oscillations of the electron 
beam, and t Ric diffraction and guiding of the radiation field [ 1,!2]. We haw presented 

il dispersion relation for the FEL gain of a, Gawsi,an 1-,eani arid its appruxirnate version 

* This work was tiupported by the Ilirector, Office of Energy H,esearch, Office of Basic Encrgy 
Sciences, Materids Sciences Division, the U ,S. 'Elepaatmeart of Ertergy under  Contract No. DE- 
A C 0 3- 76 S Fa300 $8, 
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that c a ~ i  bt!: used tu handy formulae for A quick mtirnate of t h e  growth rate. Corriparisori 
of the growth rates obtai~itd by sdving the dispersion relation wi th  those obtaincd by 
Yu., Krinsky and Gluckstern's wariatianal method [a], and by siniulatioris using the codh 
'PDA (41 for the waterbag and the Gaussian transverse electron ctistdiutions showed good 

agreemerit (21. They disagree (by  ahout 209% ;at rnnst) only in t h r  limiting CtHlse when the 
R,ayleigh. range is much longer than the one-diniensionul gain length. This disagreement 
is due t o  the fact that only a first-order truwated version of the exact dispersion relmtion 
is wttd in the corrr.putation, Ueing the above Calisperfiion-relation baaed) ana1ytic.al t rod,  

we can TZBW riot only carry out the aptiimization of FEE pa.rarnetaers rriuch more easily and 
quickly than with numerical simulations, bu t  also can obtain at physical insight into the 
dependence of the FEL performance on many parameters. 

Kim [5 ]  md N . i  [GI have derived formulae for a rough estimate of the power at satura- 
tion and the wiggler length required to yield saturation through self-amplified spontanmus 
emimiotl, and proposed a procedure to de<aign parameters m a8 to maximize the saturated 
power. Yrx this paperv we deal with the optiiriizatisn of the power gain length rather than 
the fiaturnted power, For given values of ra8distiun TmveIength, electron beam current, 
normalized, emittance, and energy sprea.d, both the eatirmted power (and the gain length 
become functions only of the gap size of the wiggler, the wiggler period, and the focusing 
strength (in the case of natural focusing, the third parameter drops). For a fixed gap 
size, the t,ota,l wiggler length t o  obtain mturation in the case when the saturated power 
is rriiixirnizvtd is substlsntial.ly longer than that required in the case when the gain length 
is xninimized. However, the saturated power is less in the latter case. ' T " h  dl*iLwback can 
be countered by employing a tapered wiggler after satzxlrationz in the uniform parameter 
wiggler, 

'The growth rate of the fundamental guided mode can be expresfied in A, scaled form us- 
ing four dinienoionless sc:uling paxarneters. One form of such a, scaling relakion convenient 
when t h e  total treain current is constant is 

wl*iere Re(q) is the growth rate in  the exponential growth regime. The power p i i n  lerigt,h 
Lr; cirri he calculated frorri the above growth rate function i ~ s  
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Thc dispersion relation for the Gaussian beam, for instance, can be writtcm in the n,hove 
scaling form as 

1 Jp, r 

where we apply a ride that the integral signs in the multiple integrals are paired with tKe 
differential signs from inside to outside. Here, k., = 2n/X, is the wiggler wave number, 
kl = 21c,y:/( 1 + K 2 )  is the resonant radiation wave xiunzher corresponding ts the  reswmnt 
energy y, of the reference electron in units of i t s  rest MBYS mc', c is the speed of light, A' is 
thc rrns value of the wiggler parameter, e, is the rrns trsrisverse emittance of the electron 
hcarn, 0, is 1 he rms relative energy spread, kp i s  the betatron wave number, and k: = w / c  

is the wave number of the radiation field. The quaritity D Is tb.e scaling parameter defned 
by 

where 40 is the total beam current, ./A = e+, e 17.05kA is the AlfvCri current, e i s  the 
electron charge, and re is the e k t r o n  cIsssica1 ra(dii~s, For a planar wiggler, the Bessel 
factor [JJ) is given by 

where J m ( ~ )  i s  CRe Bessel function, For a helical. wiggler, [35]-1, We have found the 
following parameterized formulae for the scaled growth rate of a beam with the Gaussian 
transverse and Gaussian energy distributisns which agree well wj th the exact. solutions of 
the cfisputrsion relation, Eq. (3)  [ 1,2]: 
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k., D kfi 2b ,~ , - -  C, 0.05 or - =. I ,  
kp k,, .D 

for 

Let us now consider i.2 procedure for the optimization of the power gain length. We 
msume that the required radiation wave length, AI, the electron beam current Io, the 
normalized emittance eo == ~ ~ 7 ,  and the rrns relative energy spread C T ~  are all fixed, Under 
these conditions, the power gain lesgth becomes a function only of the wiggler period Aw 
and the gap size of the wiggler, 9. All the other EEL parameters can be determined from 
these two parameters in  the following five stcps: 

1) 
magnetic field Bo. For example, for a Nd-Fe-B wiggler (g/Aw 5 0.722), 

For a given wiggler type, there is B relation between A w  and the peak wiggler 

The rms value of the wiggler parameter, Ir', is given by 

wliere B = 

2) 
\ ~ a v e  length AI is dr:.tlcrrnincd by 

for a planar wiggler, and d==l for a Mica1 wigglcr. 
Frsrri the resonant, coidition, the electron energy corresponding to the radia,tion 

The scaling parameter D can be calculated from Eqs. ( 4 )  and ( 5 ) .  
The emitta,nce E,: a t  the energy 7,. is determirreci to be 

(12)  
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5 )  
pambolic pole faces, the betatron wave number is given by 

In the case of natural focussing with equal focusing on the x- arid y-g!anes by 

Now, the gain lengtti EG can be obtzeiiied by substituting these parameters into Eqs. (6), 
(7 )  and (2). 

T h e  enhancement Q€ the growth rate may be achieved by employing the external 
foctising. In this case, the value of Irp which rriaximizce the scaled growtlh rate Re(g)/(k,D) 
can be found easily by applying an optimization program to Eqs, (6) and (7) .  ‘The result 
can be convenientJy parameberiazed in the following form: 

where 
( = l o g ( 2 k 4 .  

Similaslgi, the maximized growth rate cap1 be parameterized in the following form: 

The above formulae agree well with the exact solutions obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7)  
with in  5 76 in the range where a,,/D 5 0.4 and 0.04 5 2klc ,  5 10. 

It may be interesting tc point o u t  that ( R e ( q ) / (  k,.D)),f ntid ( k o / (  kl l ,D))opt  hold a 
rough relation 

In terms of Lu,  the above relation can be rewr.itten as 

A strong resemblance can. be observed between, Eq. (17) and the dencaminator of the first 
integral over x and t in Eq. (3):  
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wheii t = I and x = 2. The term (19) represents the %anciau damping due to the lon- 
gitudinal velocity variation by the energy spread and the transverse emittance. When 
the betatron focusing is increased for a given emittance, the reduced beam size teiids to 
increase the growth rate, while the iiicreased longitudinal velocity spread tends to reduce 
the growth rate a t  the same time. These two conflicting tendencies get balanced at the 
focusing stmngth (!GO/( k,D)),,t. Equation (17)  suggests that this balancing point that 
gives the maxiniurn growth rate is actually the point where the value of the growth rate 
(in units of k w )  becomes comparable to the longitudind velocity spread (in units of c ) .  
This relation can be used for a rough estimate of the optimum focusing strength once a 

desirable power gain length Is given. Qne interesting conclusion frorn this relation is that 
the gain length is optimized if the betatron, wavelength is chosen so tha t  the betatron 
phase advances by a half radian in the gain length when 2bpe, x 1 and the energy spread 
is negligible. 

As an example of the optimizakion, we cansides the following case: the required 
radiation wavelength AI is 5QA, and the electron beam parameters are 10 = 10QQR, 
eo t= E,-( = 1.5 x lO'-'(m-rad), and tr, = 2.2 x W4. We assume a planar wiggler made 
of Ncl-Fe-B magnetic blocks with parabolic pole faces providing equal natural focusing on 
the 5- snd y-planes. At first, we take into account only the natural focusing. Figure 1 
shows the power gain length La as a function of the wiggler period A, for several gap 
sizes 9. We find that L G  has its rnininium values at X,, a 1.06 cm, 1.5 cm and 1.88 cm for 
g =r 2 nun, 4 rnm, and 6 mi, respectively. The  resonant electron energy, the wiggler field, 
and the rrns wiggler parameter a t  these minimum points are T~ = 1338, 1734, 1986.5, 
A ( T )  = 1.346, 1.012, 0.827, and K = 0.889, 1.802, 1.038, for g = 2 mm, 4 mn, and 6 
mni, respectively, 

Now, we (consider the cftects of the external focusing on the gain length. Equation (14) 
is used to obtain the  strength of the external focusing which minimizes the gain length 
for given y and A,, In Figs. 2 and 3, we plot the power gain length LG and the betatron 
wave length Ap as functions of the wiggler period A w  for several gap sizes go It is found 
that the gain length is reduced only slightly (by abolit 20% at most) at the minimum 
points, but the reduction factor increases as Au, increases, For a small A,, the optimum 
A p  for the external focusing is similar to tha t  of the natural focusing. For it. large A,, it 
slowly decreases as Au,, increases, in contrast to the natural focus iq  ciue where A, is an 
increasing function of A,. The gain length increases more slowly as a function of A,u than 
in the natural focusing case for A w  N 2.0 crri. > 
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111. Minimum Gain Length 

We can now proceed to a further opt.irnization of the wiggler parameters. The wiggler 
period (A,),,, for the minimum power gain length LG for a g5ven g satisfies the equation 

Among the variables in the above cqnration, b, and . R e ( q ) / (  kwU) are monotonously de,. 
creasing and increasing functions of A,, respectively. Only the scaling parameter D has 
a structure with a single peak over A, for each 9. Therefore, Eq, (20) can be well 
approximated by dD/dAw = 0. Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (20), we have 

where we have assimied that the wiggler parsmeter can. be expressed as 

Here, the parameter 0 = 1 for a planar wiggler, and 0 = 0 for a helical wiggler. It should 
be noticed that. Eq. (21) involves only A, and g as variables. The numerical solutions of 
Eq. (21) for the planar wiggler with Nd-Fe-.I3 ma2gnetlic blocks case are shown in Fig. 4 
by the solid curve. The value of (A&,~ for g =2 nun, 4mm, and 6 mrn are about 0.99 cni, 
1.42 cm, and 1.78 cm, respectively. They agree well with the corresponding A, for the 
minimum LG sliown in Fig. 1. The broken curve is obtained by fitting the exact curve 
using the following pcrlynornials: For a plaiiar wiggler, we have 

-5 3 ( X J o p t  = 3.819 x I . V 3  + 3.160 x 10'-3g - 1.619 x W 4 g 2  -+ 4.910 x 18 g , (23) 

and for a helical wiggler, 

(A,),,, ,1= 3.411 x -k 3.081. x 10-3y -- 1.591. x 1Q-'gg2 + 4.842 x (24) 

where 9 is in units of millinneter. These approximate solutions agree with the e x x t  

solutions to within about 6 v/o over the range 1 5 9 5 15 mxn. NOW, the niinirriurn gain 
length is a function only of g. Once g is chosen, the optimim A, can he estimated from 
Eqs. (23) and (24), and 'the minimum gain length and all the other FEL pasanieters can 

be calculated quickly through the optimization procedure described in Sec. 11. 
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We have presented simple formulae and optimization procedure for a quick estimate 
of the FEL parameters which minimize the power gain length. These formulae include 
the formulae for the optimum strength of the external fccusing for the ma,ximized growth 
rate (Ey. (14)) and for the maximized growth rate itself (Ey. (16)), and tohe one for 
the optimum wiggler period for the mininriurn gain length (Eqs. (23) and (24)).  Our 
numerical example shows that the rrlinimr L r n  gain length was reduced only slightly by 
employing the external focusing. It helps to maintain a slow growth of the gain length 
as t he  wiggler per ~d increases. Typically, the optimum wiggler period for the maximum 
saturated power is several t imes longer than thad €or the minimum gain length. Since 
the saturated power is proportional to ( ~ J L G ) ~ ,  t h  external focusing may be much xnore 
effective in the enhancement of the saturated power than the  gain length. 
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Figure Captions 

FIG 1, The power gain length LG as a function of wiggler period A,, for several gap sizes 
y with the natural focusing only. 
FIG. 2 .  The power gain length 1;G as a function of wiggler period A, for several gap sizes 

g with the optimized external focusing. 
FIG. 3. The optimum betatron wavelength (A,),,, 2 ~ s  a function of wiggler period A, for 
several gap sizes g .  

FIG. 4. The optimum wiggler period 
of the gap size g .  

for the mininium gain length as 5 function 
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